
Ines Ligron 
Public Figure, Dream Maker, Advocator & Mother 

Celebrity stylist and founder of fashion & beauty concept 
styling studio Dream Factory by Ines Ligron, Ines Ligron is 
known for her ability to transform women and help them 
express their unique, potent and powerful feminine essence. 
She helps women accelerate moving in the direction of their 
dreams, thus earning her the title Dream-maker. 

    Join her as she shares her inspirational journey of  

Diagnosis ,  Hope, & Recovery  
                                                  - a journey many thousands of parents now face. 

DATE 29th September 2014 

TIME 7.00pm – 9.00pm 

FEE  SGD$50 
 All proceeds will be donated to Action 
 Cambodge Handicap (ACH), Cambodia, and  
 Saint Clare School for Special Education, 
 Singapore. 

VENUE College of Allied Educators 

 15 Phillip Street, Level 6 Room 1 
 Tan Ean Kiam Building 
 Singapore 048694 

REGISTRATION Kindly contact Ignatius 

 Tel: 6533-2763 
 Email: ignatius@icae.edu.sg 
 Please provide the expected number of 
 attendees, names, contact numbers, and email 
 addresses.  
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She has worked with Hollywood celebrities like Sarah Jessica Parker, Beyonce, Penelope Cruz and 
Jennifer Lopez, as well as with top fashion houses, global beauty brands, and internationally 
renowned fashion magazines. Ines also served as the Asia-Pacific Director of top New York modeling 
firm, IMG Models, representing celebrity supermodels like Tyra Banks, Kate Moss, Milla Jovovich and 
Liv Tyler. 

But her life was not always as perfect as it seems. Her youngest child, Luca, started showing signs of 
autism when he was 18 months old due to mercury poisoning after receiving his second shot of DTP 
(diphtheria, tetanus and polio), followed by a flu vaccine. Her son went into shock, and was never the 
same. 

Doctors in Japan told Ines that there was nothing they could do, and that he would spend the rest of 
his life in this condition. Being the wilful lady that she is, Ines refused to accept that and vowed to 
find a cure for Luca… 


